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Abstract. Consequentialist theories determine rightness solely based on real or expected

consequences. Although such theories are popular, they often have difficulty with generaliz-

ing intuitions, which, in their pre-theoretic form, require concern for the question “What if

everybody did that?” When generalizing versions of consequentialism have been attempted,

as with rule consequentialism, the results are messy. We claim that the conceptual apparatus

currently employed in generalizing consequentialism is not adequate to the task. Just as

decision theory is crucial to modern consequentialism for handling uncertainty, so too is

it crucial for handling generalization. Here, we present a relatively new decision theory,

functional decision theory, that will allow us to sketch a theory of generalized act conse-

quentialism. We argue that this theory is superior to rule consequentialism both in modeling

the actual reasoning of generalizers and in delivering correct results.

0. Introduction

One of the great difficulties of modern moral theory is the synthesis of two influential,
yet often adversarial, ideas. Consequentialism, on the one hand, requires an exclusive fo-
cus on consequences in determining moral wrongness. On the other, generalizability (or,
“universalizability,” as it it sometimes called), in its pre-theoretic form, requires a concern
for the question, “What if everyone did that?” These two ideas, though not incompatible,
have nevertheless proved notoriously difficult to combine. In contrast, there is no shortage
of consequentialist theories that ignore generalizing. For example, a simple and popular
form of consequentialism, act consequentialism, in most contexts has no concern for the
generalization question whatsoever: according to the standard version, generalizing one’s
act is not relevant to evaluating its expected consequences.

The desire for a consequentialist theory that generalizes explains much of the allure of
rule consequentialism and other generalizing alternatives to act consequentialism.1 However,
when philosophers have attempted such a synthesis, the results are messy. Rule consequen-
tialism has proven challenging to specify formally without appeal to seemingly ad hoc or
arbitrary generalizing procedures, and it ultimately fails to provide a satisfactory theoretical
account of the intuition supporting the “what if everyone did that” question.

Our proposed diagnosis is the following: the conceptual apparatus that is currently em-
ployed in generalizing consequentialism is not sufficient for the task. Just as advances in

1Examples include “universalistic motive utilitarianism” (See Adams (1976, Sec. VI)) and “universal virtue con-
sequentialism” (see Bradley (2005, Sec. IV)).
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decision theory, such as expected utility theory, were required to handle uncertainty, ad-
vances in decision theory may also be required to handle generalization. This essay is an
attempt to explore this possibility.

The decision theory we focus on in this paper, functional decision theory, is a new
generalizing decision theory that is popular in artificial intelligence and gaining attention
in philosophy as well.2 When combined with an account of the good, functional decision
theory produces a formally specified algorithm for generalizing consequentialism, which we
call generalized act consequentialism. In comparison to rule consequentialism, generalized
act consequentialism is less arbitrary, more manageable to apply, and more successful in
mirroring the reasoning of consequentialist generalizers.

Section 1 develops the tension between standard consequentialist theories and generaliz-
ability intuitions in more detail and introduces the free-rider problem as the characteristic
manifestion of the conflict. Section 2 discusses rule consequentialism and some of its
problems. Section 3 motivates the idea that we should turn to decision theory to handle
generalizing. Section 4 presents standard causal decision theory, while section 5 presents
functional decision theory and shows how we can use it as an engine for a generalized act
consequentialism. Section 6 contrasts generalized act consequentialism with rule conse-
quentialism, and section 7 wraps up.

1. Consequentialism and Generalizability

A moral theory is a form of consequentialism if it holds that normative properties depend
only on consequences. Consequentialist moral theories can evaluate the normative aspects
of many things, such as acts, character traits, practices, and institutions. The most prominent
consequentialist theory, act consequentialism, evaluates moral wrongness in terms of the
goodness of the consequences of acts. Similarly, direct motive and virtue consequentialism
evaluate moral wrongness in terms of the consequences of an individual’s motives and
virtues, respectively.3

The impulse to generalize presents a difficulty for most consequentialist theories. The
characteristic manifestation of this difficulty is the free-rider problem. Here is one example:

Molly supports Stephen over Leopold for president because she thinks
Stephen will better increase aggregate welfare. However, Molly knows that
it is very improbable that the election will be decided by exactly one vote.
Because it is inconvenient for Molly to get to the polls, she is considering
staying home, since voting doesn’t seem like an effective allocation of her
resources despite her moral preference for Stephen over Leopold.

2For recent formulations of and arguments for functional decision theory, see (Greene, 2018; Levinstein and Soares,
2019; Yudkowsky and Soares, 2018).
3The indirect versions of motive and virtue consequentialism evaluate acts on the basis of the consequences of the
motives or virtues that cause them.
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From a standard act-consequentialist perspective, it might be true that Molly ought to stay
home.4 If her vote does not make a difference, then the consequences of staying home are
superior to those of voting: Molly gets to use the time she would have spent voting doing
something else, and the result of the election is unaffected. Nevertheless, if all, or even a
substantial subset, of her fellow Stephen supporters decide in this way, then that could make
a difference to the outcome of the election. Thus, the concern arises: many people find it
natural to ask Molly to consider what would happen if others decided as she does.

The term “generalization” came to prominence in the influential work of Marcus Singer
(1961), which helped set the agenda for the development of contemporary rule consequen-
tialist theory. Singer argued that the question “What if everyone did that?” is central to
moral thought and discussion. The implications of the question, according to Singer, can be
formalized into what he calls “the generalization argument”: “If everyone were to do that,
the consequences would be disastrous (or undesirable); therefore, no one ought to do that”
(Singer, 1955, 361). Singer took this argument to be behind common exhortations against
free-riding, such as “What would would happen if no one voted?” and “If everyone refused
to serve, we would lose the war” (p. 361).

Singer’s work generated an unusually large number of reactions and responses through-
out the 1960s and 70s. At that point, early rule-consequentialist proposals were often re-
ferred to as “general utilitarianism” or “utilitarian generalization” (this was partly due to
Singer, but also due to the terminology of early rule-consequentialist theorists like Harrod
(1936) and Harrison (1953).)

Around the same time that Singer started writing about generalization, the term “uni-
versalizability” was introduced to ethical discussion by R.M. Hare (1955). Hare’s interest
was not in what Singer called “the generalization argument,” but instead in a certain logical
thesis about evaluative sentences. Hare’s principle of universalizability built on Sidgwick’s
(1884, 379): “If a kind of conduct that is right (or wrong) for me is not right (or wrong) for
someone else, it must be on the ground of some difference between the two cases, other
than the fact that I and he are different persons.” Thus, Hare’s principle of universalizability

4Both direct and indirect motive and virtue consequentialism can also face versions of the free-rider problem. To
create a free-rider problem for motive consequentialism, we can stipulate that Molly’s motive has no relevant
consequences other than her action of not voting. If the action has good consequences, then the individualistic
versions of both direct and indirect motive consequentialism approve of Molly staying home. Similarly, the
individualistic version of virtue consequentialism defines virtues by the consequences of the individual agent
possessing a particular character trait. If the consequences are sufficiently positive, then the trait is identified as a
virtue. Thus, a free-rider problem for this theory can be constructed in a similar way.

In an attempt to avoid the free-rider problem, motive and virtue consequentialists have suggested generalized for-
mulations of their theories. Adams (1976, Section VI) introduces the idea of a “universalistic motive utilitarianism,”
which focuses on the consequences of everyone, or of a large majority, sharing the agent’s motives. Similarly,
Bradley (2005, Section IV), building on individualistic formulations of virtue consequentialism by Zagzebski
(1996), Thomson (1997), and especially Driver (2001), suggests that a virtue consequentialism can embrace what
he calls “universalism,” and identify character traits as virtues if they would have positive consequences when
everyone, or a large majority, possesses them. The generalizing procedures for these theories, however, have never
been worked out in detail. Nevertheless, as Adams (1976, 480) predicts, it is likely that they will suffer the same
formulation problems as rule consequentialism. We discuss these problems in section 2.
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was similar to what Singer called “the generalization principle” (to distinguish it from the
generalization argument): “What is right for one person is right for any similar person in
similar circumstances” (Singer, 1985, 47).

A battle between Hare and Singer ensued over the proper terminology for the principle.
Hare (1963, 39) recognized that ‘universality’ and ‘generality’ “are often used interchange-
ably,” but he insisted that they are distinct, because generality admits of degrees while
universality does not.5

These historical facts have left some confusion about the best way to match terms to
concepts. We propose to use the term ‘universalizability’ to refer to the concept identified
by Hare and called ‘the generalization principle’ by Singer. This appears to be the most
common usage today. Meanwhile, ‘generality’ should be reserved for talking about the con-
cept associated with what Singer called ‘the generalization argument’ and its characteristic
use in exhortations against free riding. This also seems to correspond to the way this term
is commonly used.6

Standard act consequentialism appears to respect universalizability. Indeed, universaliz-
ability has been seen as a desirable feature of utilitarianism since Hare. In contrast, standard
act consequentialism does not respect generalizability. It has no concern for the question,
“What if everyone did that?” interpreted as a question about the consequences in a possible
world in which everyone acts like the agent does. It thus can evaluate free riding as morally
permissible.

Singer’s generalization argument identified a common source of dissatisfaction with act
consequentialism, but it left much unspecified. What are we supposed to imagine, exactly,
when we imagine “everyone” “doing” the act in question, and what does it mean for the
imagined consequences to be “disastrous (or undesirable)”? Contemporary rule consequen-
tialism specifies these elements in a precise way. Rule consequentialists have developed
their view by keeping the standard decision theory assumed by act consequentialism and
adding a sophisticated generalizing procedure to consequentialist evaluation. We turn to
this procedure in the next section.

5Hare also argued that ‘specific’ is the opposite of ‘general’ and ‘singular’ the opposite of ‘universal,’ and so
since ‘general’ and ‘singular’ have different meanings so must ‘general’ and ‘universal.’ To this, Singer (1985, 49)
retorted, “What is singular is that he thinks this is illuminating.”
6Potter and Timmons (1985, xii–xiii) propose that we distinguish between “non-substantive” and “substantive”
universalizability principles. They call Hare’s concept a “non-substantative” universalizability principle because
it “does not entail, either alone or together with other non-moral premises, any moral conclusions of the sort that
something (some action, person, state of affairs) has a certain moral property.” Non-substantive universalizability
principles, they claim, are principles of “ethical consistency.” By contrast, “substantive” universalizability princi-
ples, like Singer’s generalization argument, “set forth a standard or test for determining in connection with other
non-moral information, the moral acceptability of something.” One problem with this classification is that in later
work Hare claimed that his principle of universalizability does indeed entail moral conclusions. He wrote, “the
requirement to universalize our prescriptions generates utilitarianism” (Hare, 1981, 11).
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2. Rule Consequentialism

The generalizing procedures developed by rule consequentialists involve the specifica-
tion of several variables, including, i) the relevant attitude people have toward the candidate
rules (e.g., conformity or acceptance), ii) the percent of the population that has this attitude,
iii) whether the actual or expected consequences matter, and iv) whether, and in what way,
transition costs matter to the calculation. Brad Hooker’s (2000, 32) rule-consequentialist
theory of moral wrongness is:

An act is wrong if and only if it is forbidden by the code of rules whose
internalization by the overwhelming majority of everyone everywhere in
each new generation has maximum expected value in terms of well-being
(with some priority for the worst off). The calculation of a code’s expected
value includes all costs of getting the code internalized. If in terms of
expected value two or more codes are better than the rest but equal to one
another, then one closest to conventional morality determines what acts
are wrong.

Let us first note the complications in this theory. Hooker (2000, 75–80), like most rule
consequentialists, focuses on the acceptance of a rule — or, using the terminology he
favors, its “internalization” — rather than compliance with it. He does this because the
internalization of a rule can have consequences separate from merely acting in accordance
with it, and especially so in situations involving deterrence or coordination. This desire to
account for all the consequences of a rule’s acceptance follows Brandt’s (1963, 120–25)
influential defense of rule utilitarianism. Also following Brandt (1967, 48), Hooker (2000,
82) defines an “overwhelming majority” as 90% of the total population.

Why do rule consequentialists build 90% internalization into the generalizing procedure
rather than 100%? The answer is that imagining 100% internalization results in the selection
of rules unfit for deterring would-be offenders. This is because the internalization of rules
for punishing and deterring those who have not internalized the rules involves some cost.
If we imagine that there are no people to deter, then the internalization of such rules is
a pure cost. Yet, Hooker and other rule consequentialists believe that it is important that
the chosen rules have something to say about the moral permissibility of punishing and
deterring potential offenders.7

7Other generalizing consequentialisms, such as Adams’ “universalistic motive utilitarianism” or Bradley’s “univer-
sal virtue consequentialism,” (see footnote 4) also face pressure to posit a level of generalization less than 100%.
Regarding motive consequentialism, Adams (1976, 480) writes, “If we try to state it as the thesis that motives are
better, the greater the utility of everybody’s having them on all occasions, we implausibly ignore the utility of
diversity in motives.” Similarly, problems with formulating virtue consequentialism in terms of everyone sharing
some character trait causes Bradley (2005, 288–9) to suggest that attributions of virtue must always be relative
to a person or population. Since the generalizing procedures of these theories have not been worked out, it is
difficult to predict how fully specified versions of the theories would look. Nevertheless, given these considera-
tions, such theories are likely to invoke some constraining components in their generalizing procedures, as rule
consequentialism does.
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A further complication involves the general format of the rules themselves. As Hooker
(2000, 5) notes, many acts seem morally permissible but would be disastrous if everyone
were required to do them. For instance, it is often permissible to sit aboard a particular
canoe, but if everybody sat aboard that same canoe at that same time, it would sink. Instead,
Hooker suggests that the rules should specify what people can feel free to do. However,
this opens up a new concern: the consequences of everyone feeling free to do something
change with people’s desires. Such consequences also change along with environmental
factors. For example, as an area becomes more populated, or as the existing population
becomes more interested in hunting, the negative consequences of everyone feeling free
to hunt become greater. How does rule consequentialism’s generalizing procedure handle
these factors? Given that the evaluation focuses on the large-scale inculcation of rules into
the next generation, this is unclear.

In contrast to historical objections to rule consequentialism, the objections that are most
relevant for our purposes do not concern the general motivations of the project.8 Indeed, we
are in favor of the attempt to create a consequentialist-friendly theory of generalizability,
and especially so given the prominence of the generalizability argument in pre-theoretic
moral reasoning. Our worries concern the formulation of the theory — the way in which
rule consequentialists have attempted to introduce generalizing to consequentialism.

First, rule consequentialism is plagued by the seeming arbitrariness of its generalizing
procedure. Once rule consequentialists abandon 100% internalization, they are forced to
pick some internalization level at which we should evaluate the consequences of rules. Rule
consequentialists like Brandt and Hooker specify this level to be 90%, but it is unclear
why other levels of internalization, like 99% or 80%, would be inferior. In some cases, this
choice will make the difference between whether an agent’s act is right or wrong, and even
how an agent decides what to do.

We also wonder why the generalizing procedure accommodates some transition costs
(e.g., the costs of teaching the next generation of humanity the code) but not others (e.g.,
the costs of transitioning current people to the code). We wonder further what justification
there really is for focusing on adjustments to the actual world rather than starting with a

8Historical objections to rule consequentialism include the charges that it collapses into act consequentialism, has
incoherent motivations, and that it involves rule worship. These objections were once thought fatal to the theory, but
recent responses by rule consequentialists have brought this view into question. Against the collapse objection, rule
consequentialists point out that the internalization of rules has consequences separate from the agent’s actions, and
that internalization of the rule “maximize expected consequences” does not bring about the best consequences. The
charge of incoherence points out that if the ultimate and overriding goal of rule consequentialism is to maximize
the good, then it is incoherent for it to recommend actions that are known not to maximize the good. Hooker
(2000, 99–102) responds to this by claiming that the ultimate goal of rule consequentialism is not to maximize the
good but to match and tie together our moral convictions and to specify what is impartially defensible. If these are
the fundamental goals of rule consequentialism, Hooker argues, then there is nothing incoherent in it sometimes
recommending not doing what maximizes the good. Always maximizing the good, after all, is inconsistent with
many of our moral convictions. Finally, against the charge of rule worship (Foot 1985, 196; Smart 1956, 24–5),
Brandt (1992, 150–151) responds that the ideal rules would include something like a “prevent disaster” rule to
override others in situations in which they would have terrible consequences.
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hypothetical one, since all rule consequentialist evaluations are hypothetical already (unless
one happens to believe that 90% of the next generation will actually be taught the best
code).

Hooker (2000, 84–5) responds to these worries by claiming that both contractualism and
virtue ethics face similar problems, but he does grant that the arbitrariness worry does not ap-
ply to act consequentialism. In fact, non-generalizing consequentialisms of all stripes seem
to avoid arbitrariness in their formulations, or at least the conspicuous form of arbitrariness
contained in the formulation of rule consequentialism.

This problem is so pronounced that it is one of the two reasons that Hooker refuses
to endorse rule consequentialism. He writes in the afterword to Ideal Code, Real World,
“I am unsure what to think…. My formulation of rule-consequentialism selects rules by
reference to the expected value of their being internalized by the ‘overwhelming majority’
in each future generation. I am worried by the question of what exactly constitutes the
overwhelming majority.”9

Is rule consequentialism successful, at least, as a decision procedure? A criterion of

moral rightness is important to moral theory in so far as it provides a specification of what
makes acts right or wrong, while a decision procedure is used to guide agents when moral
decisions are made. Some act consequentialists believe that rule consequentialism is the
best decision procedure for moral reasoning while act consequentialism is the best criterion
of moral rightness.

A supposed strength of rule consequentialism as a decision procedure is that it is sim-
ple. Indeed, Hooker believes that the rule-consequentialist code, in contrast to the act-
consequentialist one, is simple enough to allow for guidance in actual moral decision mak-
ing. Hooker (2000, 142) even claims that most act consequentialists already endorse rule
consequentialism as the best decision procedure. Specifically, he claims that act conse-
quentialists endorse the following inchoate ‘rule-consequentialist’ decision procedure for
“day-to-day moral thinking”:

At least normally, an agent should decide how to act by referring to tried
and true rules, such as ‘Don’t harm others’, ‘Don’t take or harm the pos-
sessions of others’, ‘Keep your promises’, ‘Tell the truth’, etc.

Pace Hooker, we believe it is neither true that rule consequentialism’s decision procedure
is simpler than that of act consequentialism nor that act consequentialists favor rule conse-
quentialism as a decision procedure. Consider the latter claim first. To determine whether
the inchoate ‘rule-consequentialist’ decision procedure above is actually rule consequen-
tialism, we need to know the justification behind following rules that are “tried and true.”

9Motive and virtue consequentialism are also problematic when the consequences of motives or virtues are
evaluated in light of full generalization, and so generalized versions of these theories share the same arbitrariness
worry. Since their generalizing procedures have not yet been fully theorized, it is difficult to know whether there
are strategies for combating arbitrariness available to motive or virtue consequentialists that are unavailable to the
rule consequentialists. It seems to us, however, that this is unlikely.
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If the justification is in line with rule consequentialism, then it is the following: “Those
are the rules that would produce the best consequences if taught to a large majority of the
population.” However, act consequentialists do not talk like this. Instead, they appeal to a
lack of information, time limitations, and human cognitive limitations and biases in justi-
fying the use of the inchoate decision procedure (Hooker, 2000, 142–43). Therefore, the
real justification for using the inchoate decision procedure is, “Those rules will have better
expected consequences than explicit calculation when a person lacks information, faces
time limitations, or is limited or biased in their epistemic perspective.” This justification of
the inchoate decision procedure has nothing to do with rule consequentialism.10

It is also false that rule consequentialism offers a simpler decision procedure than act
consequentialism. It is difficult to evaluate with any confidence the expected consequences
of a code in even highly simplified hypothetical situations. In our view, the complexity of
rule consequentialism is already nearly on a par with act consequentialism when applied
with simplifying assumptions.

However, on top of this, in evaluating the expected consequences of a code, rule con-
sequentialists typically do not appeal to hypothetical societies. Instead, they recommend
evaluating the expected consequences of the internalization of codes into our actual society
as it currently exists. Therefore, when evaluating the expected consequences of a code, the
agent is not supposed to make any simplifying assumptions at all. Such an agent must take
into account the means we might use to change society from its current level of internal-
ization to 90%. (How difficult would this be? What sort of backlash might this involve
and by whom? Would the difficulty increase or decrease as society approaches 90%?). In
order to avoid some of the transition costs, Hooker appeals to the consequences of teaching
the next generation the code, rather than of changing the minds of the current generation.
However, this move does not reduce the complexity of the process and may even increase it.
(Who would teach these children? Would a society that has not internalized a code accept
indoctrination of the next generation?)

A person with adequate epistemic humility would be extremely uncertain about the an-
swers to these questions. Separating causation from mere correlation, predicting the future,
and even explaining the past have proven notoriously tricky pursuits when dealing with
large societies. These tasks are best undertaken by a large community of researchers. In
fact, given our current picture of how social science works best, such researchers merely
contribute to the answering of such questions. It is a multi-faceted process involving the
contributions of many types of specialists working across generations. Rule consequential-
ism as a decision procedure, in essence, suggests that we move the entire process into the

10For example, consider Brandt (1959, 384)’s justification. Brandt mentions the fact that tried and true rules are
“properly taught to children,” but the fact that the rules produce the best consequences when taught to children is
not his proposed justification for their use. Instead, he claims that tried and true rules provide us with “a rough
timesaving guide for ordinary decisions” and that they guard against “rationalizing in our favor.”
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mind of a single agent making a moral decision and ask them to form reasonable predictions
about these complex questions.

The upshot of this is that rule consequentialism does not offer a simpler decision pro-
cedure than act consequentialism. Indeed, in most cases, it is easier to form reasonable
expectations about the consequences of one’s action than it is to form reasonable expec-
tations about the consequences of inculcating a set of rules into 90% of the next genera-
tion of people. The only reason rule consequentialism initially appears simpler than act
consequentialism lies in its superficial similarity to the practice of using “tried and true”
common-sense rules in the place of act-consequentialist evaluation. However, as we argued
above, that practice is not rule consequentialism. In reality, the rule-consequentialist deci-
sion procedure is, at least, just as complex as the act-consequentialist one. Accordingly, a
person attempting to follow rule consequentialism as a decision procedure might quickly
grow tired of the difficulties in its application — difficulties that may be easier to tolerate
with act consequentialism given its commitment to avoiding arbitrariness.

Our final objection to rule consequentialism is the most fundamental. Despite its initial
motivation, the formulation of rule consequentialism does not engage with the basic intu-
ition behind the generalization argument. When Molly is considering whether to stay home
from the polls and she asks herself “what if everyone did that?” she is not inquiring about
the consequences of teaching the next generation of humanity to stay home from the polls.
Similarly, when we pose the same question to a litterer, liar, or cheater, the question does
not concern the consequences of next-generation rule-inculcation. Rather, in each instance,
the generalization question seems to concern a hypothetical change to the current situation:
what if these were the rules that people, including people in current and past generations,
generally followed? (Indeed, many people assume, falsely, that rule consequentialism is an
attempt to answer this hypothetical question). Without a connection to this question — the
real generalization question, in our opinion — rule consequentialism seems unmotivated,
and especially so in comparison to act consequentialism.

That rule consequentialism does not engage with the real generalization question is
understandable. Answering this question requires abstracting away from the causal con-
sequences of actual decisions in a systematic way, and the standard decision theory that
rule consequentialism assumes is not designed to do that. This realization motivates us to
explore an alternative approach to generalization that focuses on decision-making concepts
rather than generalizing procedures. Our proposed theory, generalized act consequentialism,
attacks the problem by adjusting the decision theory of consequentialism, and thus attempts
to provide the conceptual machinery to systematically engage with the real generalization
question. We turn to that in section 5.
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3. Decision Theory and Consequentialism

Expected-utility versions of act consequentialism include two components: an expected
utility theory, such as causal or evidential decision theory, and an account of the good. Such
a theory, viewed either as criterion of rightness or a decision procedure, is advocated by, inter
alia, Smart (1973); Gruzalski (1981); Zimmerman (2005); Timmons (2002); Mason (2003);
Oddie and Menzies (1992), and Jackson (1991). As Jackson (1991, 463–64) puts it, “The
proposal is to recover what an agent ought to do at a time according to consequentialism
from consequentialism’s value function […] together with the agent’s subjective probability
function at the time in question in the way familiar in decision theory, with the difference
that the agent’s preference function that figures in decision theory is replaced by the value
function of consequentialism. […] Whereas decision theory enjoins the maximization of
expected utility, consequentialism enjoins the maximization of expected moral utility."11

The difference between causal and evidential versions of act consequentialism is often
noted by ethicists interested in expected-utility act consequentialism but rarely discussed
in detail.12 In contrast, here we explore the possibility that the decision theory of act conse-
quentialism is the key to generalizing it. To create a precise and well-motivated generalized
consequentialism we replace the decision theory of standard act consequentialism with one
suitable for generalization.

Before we discuss the finer points of different candidate decision theories, however, we
pause in this section to reflect on the conceptual machinery decision theory has already
contributed to act consequentialism.13

Suppose you are an act consequentialist, but you have no understanding of expected
utility theory. You are uncertain what particular consequences might result from various
acts and are trying to figure out how to decide what to do. You may start by invoking various
candidate methods for determining what to do in different types of situations. For instance,
you might say, correctly, that if one is certain act A will have better consequences than any
other act, then one should perform A.

But most real-life cases come with no such guarantees, and you must give some advice
when the outcome is uncertain. Perhaps, at first, you think that if A will probably have a
better outcome than B, then you should choose A. But, of course, it’s easy to come up with
counterexamples. For instance, consider the following case, adapted from Jackson (1991):

DrugsMark i : Beverley is treating her patient Wesley for a rare and irritating skin
condition. She can either give him drug X or Y . Drug X will relieve Wesley’s
condition without curing it and carries no other side effects. Drug Y is very likely

11For simplicity, Jackson (and we as well) restrict attention to maximizing versions of consequentialism.
12See, e.g., Jackson (1991, 464, fn. 4).
13Our hypothetical narrative in this section draws on Feldman (2006)’s historical account of the incorporation of
expected utility theory into utilitarianism.
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to completely cure Wesley’s condition, but it also has a non-negligible chance of
resulting in instant death.

Even without a formal decision theory, the answer here is clear. Beverley should give Wesley
drug X (at least on the most reasonable interpretations of the vignette). However, giving
drug Y will probably result in a better outcome than X will.

So, perhaps you then think that if A will probably have a better outcome than B but
doesn’t also carry the potential to be massively worse, then you should choose A. However,
once again, it’s easy to provide a counterexample:

DrugsMark ii: Beverley is treating Will for a second type of skin condition that
causes itchiness and moderate pain. She can either give him drug Q or R. Drug Q

will not cure the condition, but will make the condition only mildly painful without
doing anything for the itchiness. Sixty percent of the time, Drug R will also make
the condition only mildly painful but it will also make it very slightly less itchy
than it is currently. Forty percent of the time, however, it will make it significantly
itchier than it is currently, slightly increase the pain, and also cause moderate daily
headaches.

There’s no potential for disaster in this case, but presumably Beverley should nonetheless
prescribe Drug Q. So, we need to modify our decision principle further.

Eventually, without invoking expected utility, you will end up with semi-adequate prin-
ciples for dealing with uncertainty. They might include the principle that an agent should
do A instead of B iff A has “greater net expectable utility” than A (Brandt, 1959, 382)14 or
“A will produce more probable benefit than B” (Smart, 1973, 30). These principles, at least
some of the time, produce the wrong recommendations.

Expected utility theory tells you, roughly, to weight the goodness of possible conse-
quences by their probability given an action. Using this theory, you can formulate precisely
when an unlikely but massively good potential consequence from B would outweigh the
fact that A will usually have better consequences.

Expected utility theory thereby provides the conceptual apparatus necessary for act con-
sequentialism to deal with uncertainty about outcomes. The decision theory itself does not
tell us what ‘the good’ is, nor does it tell us how to aggregate the good across individu-
als. Indeed, in its pure form, decision theory remains almost entirely neutral about these
questions. But it does tell us how to combine axiology with uncertainty.

We contend that consequentialism is currently in an analogous position with respect to
generalizability as it used to be with respect to uncertainty. To see why, let us reflect on how
defenders of rule consequentialism have developed the theory.

14Brandt’s “expectable utility” differs from expected utility in that expectable utility is a measure of an agent’s
preferences over sets of outcome-probability pairs, whereas expected utility is the probability-weighted average
of the agent’s preferences over outcomes. See Brandt (1959, 382-83)
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Those sympathetic to the generalization argument first realize that act consequentialism
does not capture important pre-theoretic reasoning and sometimes allows free-riding when
the apparent consequences of the single act are best. To overcome the free-rider problem,
the first solution that comes to mind might be to evaluate the expected utility of ‘everybody’
following a given rule. However, some actions are morally permissible but would have bad
consequences if everybody did them. So, the rule consequentialist changes the question
from ‘what if everybody did that?’ to ‘what if everybody felt free to do that’?

However, as we saw, that question still fails to produce the right results because we need
guidance about how to respond to wrong-doers who do not follow the rules. In response to
this, the rule consequentialist introduces an arbitrary cutoff, such as 90% of the population
following the rule.

The rule consequentialist then needs to more precisely specify what sort of relation
obtains between the agent and the rules. A natural first thought is that the agent simply
‘follows’ the rules. However, rules can sometimes produce consequences independent of
the actual actions of agents. And so rule consequentialists construct different relations; e.g.,
that the rules are ‘accepted’ or ‘internalized.’

What happens when an agent can foresee that the act recommended by the rules she
has internalized will result in a worse outcome than some other act? Rule consequentialists
respond to this problem by positing that the agent should perform the suboptimal act unless
the consequences are particularly bad. They developed this thought into a “prevent disaster”
clause that goes into effect when the consequences are “bad enough” (Brandt 1992, 87–88,
150–51, 156–57; Hooker 2000, 98–99).

At the end of this process, we are left with a theory that is only semi-adequate. It
contains, at best, some good heuristics, but ultimately is unsystematic, ambiguous, and
counterexample-prone. Further, it has become unhinged from how people actually reason
when worried about generalizability. We claim that just as expected utility theory helped act
consequentialism avoid these problems when dealing with uncertainty, the right expected
utility theory will also help us systematically handle generalizability. To see how, we first
turn to the details of the kind of decision theory that supports non-generalized act conse-
quentialism. We then present functional decision theory and explain how it provides the
necessary conceptual apparatus for a generalized version of act consequentialism.

4. Causal Decision Theory

Causal Decision Theory (cdt) is currently the leading theory of instrumentally rational
action.15 Roughly, cdt says that an agent should choose the action that, in her estimate, will
bring about the best results.

15Evidential Decision Theory (edt) is an alternative theory which still has a number of defenders. We believe that
cdt is a better theory overall, and so we will relegate discussion of edt to footnotes. For foundational works on
cdt and edt, see Joyce (1999) and Jeffrey (1983), respectively.
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Before presenting cdt more formally, first consider the following decision problem:

Medication: You recently took a test indicating a slight chance that you have a treat-
able liver infection. If you in fact have the disease and do not take medication for
it, you will die. If you have the disease and take medication for it, you will live,
but the medication is fairly expensive. If you do not have the disease, the medicine
will not harm your health, but it will still be costly.

cdt tells you to reason as follows: If you have the disease, then taking the medication will
cause a much better outcome than not taking the medication. On the other hand, if you do
not have the disease, then taking the medication will cause a moderately worse outcome
than not taking it. Since taking the medication has no causal effect on whether you have the
disease or not, you should take the medication if and only if you are sufficiently confident
you have the disease. What counts as ‘sufficient’ here depends on how much the medication
costs and how much you value your life.16

To spell out cdt precisely, we’ll need a number of ingredients. First, there is the space of
actsA that the agent can perform. In the case of Medication,A includes the acts of taking
the medicine and not taking it.

Second, there is the space of outcomes O. The elements of O are the bearers of ultimate
value for the agent. In other words, if two worlds w and w′ are both elements of some o ∈ O,
then the agent is indifferent between w and w′. Here, there are three outcomes: worlds where
you live and spend money on medicine, worlds where you live and don’t spend money, and
worlds where you die and don’t spend money.

Third, agents come equipped with a utility function u that quantifies how much she likes
(or dislikes) each outcome in O.

Fourth, there is the space of states of the world S. It’s a little harder intuitively to specify
what a state of the world is, but the idea is that any given state of the world and any given
action produce a unique outcome. Formally speaking, that is, actions map states of the
world to outcomes. In Medication, there are two states: the first is the one in which you
have the disease, and the second is the one in which you don’t.

Finally, because the agent does not know which state of the world is actual, she also has
a credence function Pr that encodes how strongly she believes various hypotheses.
cdt says to consider the causal effects your actions might have and to choose the action

with the best causal effects in expectation. Because cdt cares only about causal relationships
between acts and states (and not mere correlation between act and state), it appeals to causal
counterfactuals: What would occur were I to perform act a? We denote this counterfactual
a� s, where� is interpreted causally.

16cdt ignores any correlation between taking the medication and having the disease if the relationship is not a
causal one. edt, depending on the version of the theory, may take such a correlation as relevant to the decision.
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If Pr(a� s) > Pr(s), the agent thinks that a causally promotes s. If Pr(a� s) < Pr(s),
she thinks it inhibits s. And if Pr(a� s) = Pr(s), she thinks it is causally independent of
s.

According to cdt, an agent should evaluate the expected utility of an action as follows:

EUcdt(a) =
∑
s∈S

Pr(a� s)u(o(a, s))

She should then perform the act with the highest expected causal utility.17

cdt thus allows us to handle uncertainty about the world and to weigh that uncertainty
against the potential consequences of our actions. However, as we will see, cdt is not a
good engine for generalization.

Consider the following problem:

Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma: Aomame and her psychological twin are put in separate
rooms and cannot communicate. If they both cooperate, they each get $5. If they
both defect, they each get $1. If one cooperates and the other defects, then one
gets $10, and the other gets $0. Assuming Aomame only cares about her individual
payout, what should she do?

Aomame can no longer have any causal influence over what her twin does, as they’re in
separate rooms. Therefore, cdt reasons that Aomame’s choice does not affect her twin’s
choice in any decision-relevant way: either her twin cooperates or her twin defects, and there
is nothing Aomame can do about what her twin decides. In either case, Aomame is better off

if she defects, so she ought to defect (Joyce, 1999, 148–50). Defecting will always cause a
better result than cooperating will. Formally, Pr(c� C) = Pr(C) and Pr(d� D) = Pr(D)
(where c and d denote Aomame defecting, and C and D denote her twin cooperating and
defecting, respectively). No matter the values of Pr(C) and Pr(D), the causal expected utility
of cooperating is lower than the causal expected utility of defecting.18

4.1. cdt and Consequentialism. As discussed above, we can use decision theory as an
engine for ethics to handle uncertainty. cdt itself is silent about what ‘utility’ is. So, an
act consequentialist may identify utility with overall aggregate welfare. From there, she’ll
recommend performing actions that, according to cdt, maximize overall aggregate welfare
in expectation.

If she does so, however, the act consequentialist will be left with a theory that does not
engage in generalization. Since cdt considers only the causal consequences of actions, it

17edt, on the other hand, calculates expected utility using conditional probabilities:

EUedt(a) =
∑
s∈S

Pr(a | s)u(o(a, s))

This formula makes every correlation between act and state potentially decision-relevant even if the act does
nothing to causally promote or inhibit the state.
18Because her cooperating is strongly correlated with her twin’s cooperating, edt tells Aomame to cooperate here.
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ignores the non-causal dependency that the generalization argument targets. Just as self-
interested Aomame will defect in Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma, act-consequentialist Molly
will stay home on election day if it’s inconvenient (in the voting example introduced in
Section 1). cdt gives the same analysis of Molly’s voting case because, if Molly is a cdt
agent, she will stay home rather than vote if she has sufficiently low credence that her act
of voting will cause a change of election outcome. Even though there seems to be some
sort of correlation between Molly’s voting behavior and that of others, it is a non-causal
one. Thus, according to cdt, any connection between Molly’s behavior and that of others is
decision-irrelevant.

5. Functional Decision Theory

Even in cases of purely instrumental rationality, many find cdt’s non-generalizing rec-
ommendations counterintuitive. In Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma, although Aomame’s twin’s
action does not causally depend on what she does, it does seem that their decisions are
related in a more robust way than mere evidential dependence.

This is not the place for a full-throated defense of the claim that it is instrumentally
rational to cooperate in Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma.19 Instead, we here use Twin Prisoner’s
Dilemma to help explain how functional decision theory works. Regardless of which theory
is the correct theory of purely instrumental rationality, we argue below that fdt is the best
engine for creating generalizing moral theories.20

How is Aomame’s action related to her twin’s in a more robust way than mere evidential
dependence? fdt observes that, since they’re psychological twins, both agents in Twin
Prisoner’s Dilemma are using the same procedure (or algorithm) to decide how to act.
Aomame and her twin are thus both tokens of the same logical type, like two physical
computers running the same program. The mathematical function that governs how they act
is the same. Mathematical functions work the same way everywhere. So, it will generate
the same output when Aomame runs it and when her twin runs it.
fdt takes this algorithmic dependence into account. fdt sees agents as instances of

decision procedures. Such procedures are type-like entities that can be multiply instantiated.
Because Aomame’s decision algorithm is the same as her twin’s, she should imagine that
her twin’s decision would change if hers did, despite their physical isolation.

19Arguments for cooperation in one-shot Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma include Hofstadter (2008, Ch. 29) and Horgan
(1981, 1985).
20Yudkowsky (2010) and Greene (2018) provide metanormative arguments in favor of functional decision theory
as a theory of decision-making rationality. Greene argues that functional decision theory is motivated by a “success-
first” approach to decision theory that focuses on the causal consequences of decision theories instead of acts.
Levinstein and Soares (2019) argue that more than the mere causal consequences of your action are decision-
relevant, and Yudkowsky and Soares (2018) provide the most detailed development of fdt. Historically, the desire
to create a decision theory that adheres to fdt’s conception of rationality has motivated several influential decision
theories in philosophy, including those of Gauthier (1986, Ch. 6), McClennen (1990), and Meacham (2010, 68–69).
Functional decision theory is the most complete, compelling, and well-motivated of these theories to date.
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To implement this change, we need to invoke a different kind of counterfactual. Instead
of considering counterfactuals of the form a � s, fdt considers counterfactuals of the
form fdt(input) = a� s.21

Let’s unpack this. fdt considers what would be the case if the fdt algorithm itself on
a particular input were to output a. Such an output, on this reading of the counterfactual,
would occur at every instantiation of the fdt algorithm given the same input. So, if another
agent were also an fdt agent facing the same problem, then in that possible world, fdt
would also output a for her.

The input, naturally, is a description of the decision problem. The problem includes
relevant probability and utility functions along with information about what the deciding
agent thinks about dependencies, both of algorithmic and causal form. Because the fdt agent
cares about the relationship between her decision procedure and the decision procedures of
other agents, the input will include all information about such connections. In other words,
the input includes all relevant information about what the agent believes and what she cares
about.

Although we have yet to specify the fdt theory fully, we have enough to claim that fdt
will recommend cooperating in Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma. If Aomame and her twin both
use fdt as their decision procedure, then if fdt were to output c for Aomame, it would
output C for her twin. If fdt were to output d for Aomame, it would output D for her twin.
Given this, it’s better for Aomame if the algorithm outputs c rather than d, so she cooperates.
fdt, then, takes a new position on the question of what relationships between acts and

states are decision-relevant. cdt thinks only causal dependencies are relevant. fdt cares
instead about dependencies that result from considering the agent as an instantiation of a
procedure.

Put slightly differently, cdt produces recommendations using physical counterfactuals
about the agent’s behavior. It asks, essentially: what would be the case if my body moved
in this way rather than that way? In contrast, fdt produces recommendations using logical
counterfactuals about the output of one’s decision theory. It asks, essentially: what would be
the case if my decision algorithm output this rather than that? Each type of counterfactual
involves impossibilities in some sense. cdt’s counterfactuals involve small ‘miracles’ that
break the laws of nature. The important question is not which type of counterfactual is more
‘real’ but rather which type is relevant in evaluating decisions.

5.1. Similarity. Unlike in toy examples such as Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma, agents rarely
use exactly the same algorithm to make decisions. So, the fdt counterfactuals must not
require identity between algorithms for behavior to co-vary counterfactually. Instead, fdt

21A more complicated version of fdt searches over functions from the set of possible inputs to actions. It then
calculates which function has highest expected utility overall, and chooses the action recommended by that function
on the current input. The more complicated version is important for solving certain coordination problems. This
formulation is easier for expositional purposes, however, and makes the structural relationship with cdt more
perspicuous. See Yudkowsky and Soares (2018).
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merely requires agents to be similar in their decision-making process for there to be a
subjunctive connection between them.

For example, suppose Aomame is an fdt agent and is not playing her psychological
twin, but instead is playing against Randolf, who randomizes between cdt and fdt. cdt
defects no matter what in any Prisoner’s Dilemma, but fdt will cooperate against certain
opponents. So, for Aomame, 1 > Pr(fdt(input) = c � C) > Pr(C). That is, Aomame
thinks cooperating makes it more likely Randolf will cooperate, but there’s still some chance
he’ll defect. Therefore, whether Aomame chooses to cooperate will depend both on how
likely she thinks it is that Randolf uses fdt and on what the exact payoffs are.

More generally, however, connections between algorithms are hard to discern. The tech-
nical details are not yet worked out, and in any case are far beyond the scope of this paper.
(We note that the same is true of the technical details of causal decision theory.) We will
assume below that the relevant notion of similarity is not an absolute one: that is, how
tightly one thinks different algorithms are connected will depend in part on the verdicts one
wants the theory to deliver.

More formally, we can differentiate between versions of fdt by adding a parameter
sim. The sim parameter determines how algorithms counterfactually vary with one another.
Different theorists will want different versions of sim depending on their goals for the
decision theory and their views on rationality and generalizability.

There are two natural extremes. At one end is the option to vary only other instantiations
of fdt itself. At the other end, there is the option to connect fdt to every other decision
procedure that is instantiated anywhere (since, at a high level of abstraction, they bear a
salient mathematical relationship to one another). How this is cashed out will vary based on
the desiderata of the decision theorist (or ethicist using fdt). When using counterfactuals to
evaluate decisions, the ‘correct’ counterfactuals aren’t those that correspond to some meta-
physical reality or other but instead those that deliver the right verdicts in decision-making
(or ethical) contexts. When using fdt in ethical contexts, we want the counterfactuals to be
sufficient to capture the intuition behind the generalization argument, while also recogniz-
ing that not every decision will move in lock-step. How to tweak this parameter is left to
further ethical theorizing.

5.2. Generalizability. The most significant benefit of fdt is that it incorporates gener-
alizing into the notion of instrumental rationality itself. fdt agents take into account the
connection between their decision procedure and the decision procedure of other agents.
For them, the relevant question isn’t just what happens if they alone perform the act, but
rather what happens if their decision procedure (or similar procedure) behaves in a certain
way wherever it is instantiated.

Thus, even from a purely self-interested point of view, fdt recommends against certain
types of free-riding. With opponents sufficiently like her, Aomame will cooperate in a
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Prisoner’s Dilemma, not because she cares about overall welfare, but because she wants
a better payoff herself. Likewise, if she thinks there are many agents sufficiently like her,
Molly will vote in an election even if one vote can’t make a difference and it’s raining
outside. This behavior need not stem from any sense of moral obligation but merely from
the desire to have her favored candidate in charge.

The fact that fdt includes a free parameter to determine which algorithms count as
similar is one of the main reasons the theory is a promising way to model the intuition
behind the generalization argument. Consider that the pre-theoretic generalization question
“What if everyone did that?” is ambiguous about who “everyone” refers to. Almost always,
we do not have literally everyone in mind. For example, in the free-rider example, Molly’s
free-riding is relativized to her fellow Stephen-supporters. She doesn’t mind if Leopold
supporters stay home. Instead, it seems that Molly’s question concerns the actions of people
like her; i.e., the question concerns Stephen supporters who are trying to decide whether
to vote and facing roughly the same constraints. fdt models Molly’s reasoning by defining
sim so that it picks out all and only the agents over which Molly wishes to generalize her
decision. If, instead, Molly wishes to generalize her decision over all potential voters, then
sim can be defined in that way as well.
fdt thus has the power to model Molly’s generalization reasoning in whatever form it

occurs. It does not force an arbitrary level of generalization, such as 90%, as rule conse-
quentialism does. In Molly’s case, fdt changes the question “What if everybody did that?”
to (roughly) “What if everybody like me were to decide like that?,” or better, “What if all
instantiations of an algorithm like mine were to output that in this kind of situation?” What
counts as “like me” or “like mine” varies depending on the sim parameter, but for each no-
tion of similarity, we have a theory that cares about more than just the causal consequences
of the agent’s action. In the free-riding problem, because Molly asks, “What if everybody
like me were to decide to stay home in this situation?”, she ends up voting if she thinks
sufficiently many people are sufficiently like her because she wants Stephen in charge.22

22Because edt agrees with fdt in Twin Prisoner’s Dilemma and may also urge Molly to vote, one may wonder
why fdt is better than edt for generalization. One reason is that edt’s problems as a theory of instrumentally
rational action will make for bad generalization reasoning. edt takes every correlation between actions and states
to be decision-relevant. So, suppose Molly thinks Stephen will do a better job than Leopold. However, she also
thinks that Stephen will likely only be elected if it’s already inevitable that a major economic depression will
strike her country in the next few years regardless of what anybody does. If Leopold is elected, then she thinks
such a depression is unlikely. The adverse effects of a depression will outweigh any good or bad caused by either
Stephen or Leopold. So, she thinks, conditional on her voting for Stephen, it’s likely that fellow agents like her
will vote for Stephen, in which case it’s likely that there will be an economic depression. On the other hand, if
she doesn’t vote (or votes for Leopold), then it’s likely similar agents will do the same, and more likely that no
depression will occur. edt then (wrongly) recommends not voting for Stephen. This case is a version of the famous
“medical Newcomb problem” that troubles edt. See Egan (2007, Sec. 1) for discussion of this problem and further
references.

Another reason edt is insufficient for modeling the intuition behind the generalization argument is that it
only works when agents are ignorant of what other agents will do. For example, if Molly is certain that her
fellow Stephen-supporters will vote, then her voting will not provide evidence that they will vote. edt therefore
recommends that she stay home. However, generalizers want to do their part even when (or especially when) they
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5.3. From fdt to Generalized Act Consequentialism. We saw above that we can use
cdt as an engine for a consequentialist moral theory. The ethicist supplies an axiology,
and cdt accommodates uncertainty. Unfortunately, cdt-style act consequentialism cannot
accommodate the generalizability argument.

Instead of changing the locus of evaluation to rules (or motives or virtues), we can now
use fdt to achieve generalization while retaining focus on acts themselves. Generalized act
consequentialism (or gac) agrees with standard act consequentialism about the theory of the
good. It agrees with the act consequentialist that acts are right when they have maximally
good (or sufficiently good) expected consequences. However, it uses fdt instead of cdt to
calculate the expected utility of acts.

By calculating expected utility with fdt, gac directly incorporates generalzing into its act
evaluations. gac recognizes that algorithms are type-like entities. So, suppose gac (input)
returns action a as the uniquely permissible action on this particular occasion. Then, just
like fdt, gac will recognize that its decision here has an effect, albeit a non-causal one, on
what other agents with related algorithms do in distinct situations.

Recall that fdt’s notion of algorithmic dependence admits a similarity parameter (in
addition to the axiology) that the ethicist has leeway to determine. As noted earlier, it’s not
obvious how different algorithms should counterfactually co-vary. We see this as a virtue
insofar as fdt can serve as the engine for a generalizable form of consequentialism. The
ethicist can specify how inclusive these dependencies should be, and can thereby determine
the precise type of generalization reasoning that is captured by the theory.

5.4. Informal Reasoning of gac Agents. To get a sense of how a gac agent would reason
compared to agents following either a cdt-driven act consequentialism or traditional rule
consequentialism, consider:

Boycott: LexCorp makes DB Cola, which is a soft drink that Jimmy enjoys occas-
sionally. Jimmy finds out that LexCorp has been mining in a remote part of the
world to power their factories. The mining operation has exposed locals to dan-
gerous chemicals and has made them sick, but LexCorp has continued operations
unabated. LexCorp would only stop if enough people boycotted DB Cola so as
to render the mining unprofitable, but this is extremely unlikely to occur as the
operation is much more profitable than DB Cola’s other options. Furthermore, the
number of people made sick and the severity of the illness is caused by the presence
of LexCorp’s digging operation and not by the minerals they’re after. Therefore,
merely reducing the amount of minerals that are mined would not result in any
health benefits to the locals.

know that others will do the same. edt fails to capture this intuition. This case is a version of Gibbard and Harper
(1981, 181–82)’s “transparent Newcomb problem,” about which edt gives the same recommendation as cdt. See
Greene (2018, Sec. 1), for discussion of the transparent Newcomb’s problem and further references.
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Under a cdt-driven act consequentialism, Jimmy may think he has little reason to boy-
cott LexCorp. Even though he enjoys DB Cola, it’s exceedingly unlikely that any boycott
powerful enough to stop LexCorp will occur, and virtually impossible that his boycott alone
would render their mining operation unprofitable. So, if Jimmy is a cdt-driven consequen-
tialist, he may reason as follows: I have the option either to continue to drink DB Cola or to

boycott LexCorp. If I were to boycott, LexCorp would not stop mining operations. If I were

to continue to drink, I’ll gain utility from DB Cola’s delicious flavor. Because the negative

causal effects of a boycott are effectively zero, I don’t have a good reason to boycott.

Rule consequentialists, however, will mandate a boycott because it’s best to inculcate
a rule that requires boycotts in similar scenarios. More explicitly, a rule consequentialist
reasons: I have the option either to continue to drink DB Cola or to boycott LexCorp. To

decide, I need to determine whether the optimal set of rules to inculcate into 90% of the

next generation would allow people to continue to drink DB Cola in situations like this one.

It seems likely that if 90% of the population were to boycott LexCorp in this scenario, they

would cease mining operations, which is a better outcome than people continuing to feel

free to enjoy DB Cola. Furthermore, such a rule likely comes with low costs of inculcation.

Therefore, the optimal rules would likely require a boycott, so I will boycott.

Rule consequentailist reasoning, then, focuses on the consequences of teaching rules to
generations of people, and in that way tries to capture the intuition behind the generalization
question: “what if everyone did that?” In contrast, gac theory focuses on the consequences
of its own recommendation counterfactually covarying with that of other agents, using
algorithmic dependencies instead of cdt’s causal dependencies. Specifically, the gac agent
imagines a world in which all similar agents boycott in a similar situation, and asks whether
that would have good or bad consequences.

The gac agent reasons as follows: If gac were to allow purchasing DB Cola in this case,

then gac-like agents would continue to support companies like LexCorp in similar situations,

and such companies will continue to cause gratuitous harm for the sake of profit. On the

other hand, if gac were to mandate boycotting here, then gac-like agents will collectively

avoid purchasing from LexCorp. There is a sufficiently high chance that collectively this

boycott would lead to LexCorp ceasing mining operations. Such an outcome is far superior

to the utility gained from DB Cola’s deliciousness, so it’s better if gac mandates a boycott,

and I therefore boycott.23

Thus, gac captures the intuition behind the “what if everyone did that” question by fo-
cusing on the agent’s own action and the algorithmic dependencies between their action and

23If sim is defined narrowly so that at most very few agents are like the gac agent, then she reasons: I have the
option either to boycott or not. If gac were to permit buying DB Cola, then other gac-like agents would also fail
to boycott companies in situations like this one. Such agents then will get utility from consuming those companies’
products. On the other hand, boycotting would cost the gac agents utility, and, since there are so few of them,
would have only a negligible chance of affecting the companies’ behavior. So, it is better if gac agents don’t
boycott in similar scenarios than if they do. Therefore, I prefer if gac says not to boycott, and I don’t boycott.
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that of others. It avoids the calculation of inculcation costs and instead directly generalizes
its recommendation over other agents as they exist now. In doing so, it hews more closely
to the spirit of the generalization argument.

6. Further Contrast with Rule Consequentialism

We now examine more cases to emphasize that gac (i) provides a better conceptual
apparatus than rule consequentialism for modeling the intuition behind the generalization
argument, and (ii) ends up with correctly generalized verdicts in cases where rule conse-
quentialism’s verdicts are at best ambiguous. To avoid discussion of nuanced differences
between versions of consequentialism, we’ll focus on maximizing versions of gac.

First, let’s look at how gac and rule consequentialism manage common resources:

Pebbles: You are walking on a majestic beach that has beautiful pebbles. If you take a
pebble as a memento, then you cause no harm to the ecology of the beach. However,
if a large number of the pebbles were taken, then the beach would be much uglier
than it is, and the ecosystem would suffer.

It is ambiguous what, exactly, rule consequentialism says about this case. The first question
we might ask is: “What if everybody felt free to take a pebble?” The answer could be good
or bad. Suppose at first there aren’t that many people around who will ever visit the beach.
The consequences of letting people take a pebble are then good, since the resources won’t
be depleted, and some people will be made happier after acquiring pebbles. So, we may
want to inculcate the rule that you should feel free to take a pebble.

Now suppose an unexpected event occurs, and many people have access to the beach two
generations later. Unfortunately, they have been inculcated with the rule that they should
feel free to take a pebble, and the beach ends up ruined.

Pebbles is a toy example, but it is often the case that environmental conditions will
change what it is good for people to feel free to do. If there weren’t that many people,
it would be perfectly fine if everybody felt free to release gases into the atmosphere by
flying in private jets for convenience. Because there are lots of people, it is not be good for
everybody to feel free to do this. Over time, environmental conditions can unexpectedly
change.

Perhaps the rule consequentialist will say that this sort of rule is too simple. Instead, the
rule should have additional clauses that tell people under what conditions they should feel
free to take a pebble or fly in their private jet. Perhaps a sufficiently complicated rule could
indeed handle these sorts of cases. The problem is that if rules can be arbitrarily compli-
cated, then they begin to look unsystematic, narrow, and challenging to inculcate (thereby
incurring high transition costs). We find ourselves presented with a dilemma between com-
plicated rules that have high transition costs and simple rules that can’t respond nimbly
enough to changing conditions. In focusing on this dilemma, rule-consequentialist theory
becomes completely unhinged from the intuition behind the generalization argument.
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Generalizers don’t care about generational transition costs when wondering whether
they should take a pebble or fly in their jet. The reason rule consequentialism goes astray is
that it continues to focus on the causal consequences of things (i.e., it shifts focus from the
causal consequences of acts to those of rules), when the generalization argument requires us
to pay attention to non-causal dependencies. Thus, to model the reasoning of generalizers,
we must pay attention to the algorithm dependencies involved in taking a pebble. This is
what gac aims to accomplish.
gac doesn’t ask “What if everybody felt free to do that” nor does it examine the costs of

inculcating its policy into the next generation. Instead, gac asks what the best output would
be for all agents who follow an algorithm similar enough to that of the agent, given what
the agent knows about the world. If you think that few people like you will want to take a
pebble from the beach, then gac allows you to take a pebble. But once you learn that many
people will have beach access and a want a pebble, then gac will return a different verdict.
That’s because gac takes into account your views about what the world is like, which are
encoded in your probability function. This reasoning more closely mirrors how generalizers
reason in these types of situations: they desire to do their part in following a policy that is
best for situations like the one they face, and not in following policies that would be best to
teach the next generation.

Next, consider a more complex case involving the decision to have children. We tend
to think that it is good if (most people) feel free but not morally compelled to have kids.
However, in certain alternative environments that wouldn’t be the case. In some situations,
we might have a duty to try to curtail the size of the next generation. Consequently, if the
population became too low, we may want to switch policies and instead encourage people
to have children. So again, it’s hard to prescribe a multi-generational rule that we should
inculcate in the population.
gac, in contrast, takes multiple variables into account. Suppose Umberto is a gac agent

who is deciding whether to have kids. gacwill take into account, inter alia, Umberto’s beliefs
about the environment, how much Umberto personally values having a child (i.e., what his
personal utility function is independent of moral considerations), and what Umberto thinks
about how much other agents personally value having a child.

To showcase gac’s flexibility, let’s start by assuming that Umberto generalizes his deci-
sion over about half of the population. This is because Umberto thinks only about half of
people are similar enough to him (in terms of the situation they face or the reasoning process
they employ) for their decision to algorithmically depend on what he chooses. Let’s suppose
that Umberto believes that the dissimilar half will have, on average, one kid per person. He
further assumes that all new children will have roughly equally good lives in expectation.
Finally, and crucially, he thinks that if more than 1/3 of the agents he is generalizing over
have kids, there will be an extreme environmental catastrophe.
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Umberto looks to gac to deliver a verdict given this input. Because half the population is
not similar enough to Umberto, gac holds constant the results of their decisions. However,
because the other agents are similar enough, gac does change what they do in calculating a
recommendation. Let’s see what gac will recommend.

First, suppose gac tells Umberto to have kids regardless of other facts about his situa-
tion. When generalized over the others, this means that more than 1/3 have children. That
would, according to Umberto’s views, result in catastrophe. Because gac recommends ac-
tions based on expected consequences, it does not recommend this. Indeed, gac must not
recommend having kids to more than 1/3 of the population Umberto is generalizing over.

Which part of the population will gac recommend having kids to? Each agent might
consider how much expected utility they associate with their having children. One heuristic
for doing this would be to focus on personal desire. gac would then recommend that Um-
berto have kids if he is in the top 1/3 in terms of personal desire to have children. When
generalized over the relevant population, this recommendation would result in only 1/3 of
people having children.

So, Umberto will reason as follows. If I take myself to be in the bottom 2/3rds of the

population in terms of personal desire to have kids, and if gac were to recommend that I

had kids in this instance, then there would be a catastrophe from too many people having

kids. So, in that case, gac must tell me not to have kids. If I am in the top 1/3rd of the

population, then there would be no catastrophe if gac recommended that I have kids.

Here, again, gac does a better job than rule consequentialism at capturing the reasoning
of the generalizer. The generalizer does not care about what rules we should inculcate into
a certain percentage of the next generation. Instead, the generalizer cares about doing their
part in following a child policy that works best for the current generation and the realities it
faces now. In contrast, the non-generalizing act consequentialist only cares about the causal
consequences of their having kids, and is happy to free ride. Thus, the real disagreement
exists between generalized and non-generalized act consequentialism, and not between act
and rule consequentialism.

7. Conclusion

As Singer (1955, 361) noted at the start of his influential work on generalization, we
are all familiar with the question “What would happen if everyone did that?” Singer took
this question to be an exhortation against free-riding, and elliptical for the generalization
argument: “If everyone were to do that, the consequences would be disastrous (or undesir-
able); therefore, no one ought to do that.” The generalization argument identified a common
source of dissatisfaction with act consequentialism, but it left much unspecified.

This essay has explored the possibility of using advances in decision theory to create
a version of act consequentialism that respects the generalization argument. Expected-
utility versions of act consequentialism include two components: an expected utility theory,
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such as causal or evidential decision theory, and an account of the good. Generalized act
consequentialism captures generalizing intuitions by substituting the decision theory with
one appropriate for generalizing: functional decision theory. The result is a view that is both
principled and nuanced in its generalizing. It observes the environment as it actually is and
tries to allocate its resources to create the most good given a particular way of cashing out
the notion of similarity between agents. Unlike an act consequentialist, the gac agent takes
into account algorithmic dependencies between her choice and that of others, where these
dependencies are sometimes non-causal or non-evidential. Such dependencies are precisely
the connections that mirror common-sense generalizing intuitions.

In contrast, rule consequentialists have kept the non-generalizing act-consequentialist
decision theory and instead attempted to capture generalizing intuitions by developing
piecemeal generalizing procedures. This process results in theories that struggle to avoid
arbitrariness and fail to model the reasoning of consequentialist generalizers. Whereas rule
consequentialists focus on the costs and benefits of teaching rules to a certain percentage of
each generation of humanity, actual generalizers are typically concerned with doing their
part in creating the best consequences given the situation that they currently face. gac is
better able to capture this concern.

If the preceding is correct, then the characteristic manifestation of the motivation for
generalization within consequentialism — the free-rider problem — is best viewed as a dis-
agreement between generalized and non-generalized act consequentialism. These theories
do not disagree on fundamental issues like the nature of the good or whether acts should
be the sole locus of evaluation, but instead on what type of dependency between acts and
states is decision-relevant.
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